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Ti-weighted gradient-echo magnetic resonance images can be acquired

with an echo time such that water and lipid spins are in phase or opposed
phase. Observation of relative loss of signal intensity on opposed-phase
images compared with that on in-phase images allows qualitative assess-

ment of relatively small amounts of lipid in tissues. Conversely, frequency-

selective fat saturation techniques are useful primarily for identifying pre-

dominantly fatty masses such as angiomyolipomas. Both in-phase and op-

posed-phase images should be acquired with similar parameters because
unequivocal identffication of lipid requires comparison with in-phase im-

ages to control for Ti and T2* effects. Opposed-phase imaging has been

used to differentiate adrenal adenomas, which contain lipid, from adrenal
metastases, which do not. The technique can be expanded to examine a

spectrum of intraabdominal tumors and conditions that are characterized
by intracellular lipid. These include hepatic steatosis, hepatocellular neo-
plasms, myelolipoma, adrenocortical carcinoma, angiomyolipoma, and

renal cell carcinoma. In liver masses, the presence of lipid is largely re-

stricted to primary hepatocellular tumors. Renal and adrenal masses may

contain focal fat (angiomyolipomas and myelolipomas, respectively) or dii-

fuse lipid (clear cell renal carcinomas and adenomas, respectively).

Abbreviation: TE echo time
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U INTRODUCTION
Methods for selective magnetic resonance

(MR) imaging of fat or water were first devel-

oped for spin-echo sequences by altering the

interval of the refocusing pulse relative to the

readout gradient; this technique became known

as the Dixon method of spectroscopic imaging

(1). Quantitative or qualitative estimates of fat

in tissues could be obtained by comparing the in-

phase image (a standard spin.echo Ti-weighted

image) with the opposed-phase image (a spin-

echo Ti-weighted image with fat and water sig-

nals at 180#{176}[opposite phase] at the echo time

[TEl). This technique was employed to quanti-

tate fat in tissues (2,3) or improve fat suppres-
sion by using frequency-selective pulses (4,5).

However, the spin-echo technique of obtaining

in-phase and opposed-phase images is time-

consuming, is susceptible to respiratory and

other motion artifacts, and requires software

modifications.

Gradient-echo images can replace spin-echo

images for Ti-weighted imaging in the upper

abdomen. Gradient-echo sequences are per-

formed with suspended respiration to reduce

motion artifacts and are faster to shorten the

overall examination time and improve tempo-

ral resolution in dynamic gadolinium-enhanced

studies. Unlike spin-echo images, gradient-echo

images are intrinsically in-phase, opposed-phase,

or somewhere in between depending on the

TE. Understanding the opposed-phase effect on

these routine Ti-weighted images can prevent

errors based on artifacts of these images. Fur-

thermore, controlling the chemical shift effect,

specifically to obtain in-phase and opposed-
phase images for comparison, provides addi-

tional diagnostic information in a variety of ah-

dominal disorders.

In this article, the technique of opposed-phase

gradient-echo and fat saturation imaging is de-

scribed. Some pitfalls in the interpretation of op-

posed-phase images and examples of the diagnos-

tic importance of identifying lipid in tissues and

masses in the abdomen are also presented.

U OPPOSED-PHASE GRADIENT-ECHO

AND FAT SATURATION IMAGING
Opposed-phase gradient-echo images differ

from in-phase images in two respects: a slight

difference in TE and a 180#{176}phase difference

between lipid and water spins because of the

difference in the chemical shifts of lipid and

water. In spin-echo images and in-phase gradi-

ent-echo images, the signals from water and

triglyceride are in phase relative to each other

and so these signals contribute additively to the

net signal intensity obtained from each voxel.

The phases of water and triglyceride are oppo-

site on gradient-echo images obtained with an

appropriate TE (6). Because there is no 180#{176}re-

focusing pulse to rephase different resonant

frequencies within a voxel, the phases of water

and triglyceride cycle in and out of phase as TE

changes. At 1 .5 T, TEs of approximately 2.1,

6.3, and 10.5 msec yield opposed-phase images

and TEs of 4.2, 8.4, and 12.6 msec yield in-phase

images. Relative to the signal intensity on simi-

lar in-phase images, the loss of signal intensity

on opposed-phase images is maximal when sig-
nal intensity due to lipid and water exists in

equal proportions within a voxel and is mini-

mal when the voxel tissue is predominantly fat

or water (Fig 1).

To qualitatively detect lipid content in tis-

sues with opposed-phase images, the in-phase

images used for comparison should have iden-

tical parameters except for the TE. If the op-

posed-phase images have a longer TE than the

in-phase images (eg, 6.3 msec for the opposed-

phase images and 4.2 msec for the in-phase im-

ages), then interpretation of relative loss of sig-

nal intensity on the opposed-phase images is

confounded by T2* decay within the tissue (7).

Therefore, it is preferable to use a shorter TE

to obtain the opposed-phase images. For quan-

titative measurements, in-phase and opposed-

phase images can be used to calculate the frac-

tion of fat in tissues by using an appropriate

repetition time and flip angle (8).
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Figure 1. Renal angiomyolipoma in a 44-year-old woman. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted MR image (repetition

time msec/TE msec = 1 20/4.2) shows a hyperintense mass in the left kidney (black arrow). This degree of

hyperintensity in a mass is consistent with fat or hemorrhage. Note the high signal intensity of the bile (white

arrow). 0)) Opposed-phase Ti-weighted MR image (120/2.6) shows loss of signal intensity in the mass (black

arrow), a finding that indicates a lipid composition. The bile (white arrow) also demonstrates signal intensity

loss because of a lipid composition. (C) Fat saturation opposed-phase Ti-weighted MR image (120/2.6) shows

that the mass (black arrow) has markedly decreased signal intensity compared with that on the in-phase image
(a), a fmding that indicates predominantly fatty tissue. In contrast, the bile (white arrow) does not demonstrate

an appreciable change in signal intensity compared with that on the in-phase image (a) because the lipid con-

tent is less than that of the angiomyolipoma. (d) Water saturation Ti-weighted MR image (120/4.2) shows re-

maining high signal intensity in the mass (black arrow), a finding that indicates fat. The bile (white arrow) also

retains signal intensity because of a lipid composition.

Frequency-selective fat suppression tech-

mques reduce the signal intensity from lipid-

containing voxels and thus can be used for the

detection of lipid (Fig 1). Similarly, frequency-se-

lective water suppression imaging can yield

similar information by reducing the signal inten-

sity of water in tissues and showing residual sig-

nal intensity in fatty masses (Fig 1). Saturation

techniques are appropriate when evaluating fatty

masses such as dermoid cysts and angiomyo-

hipomas (Fig 2). However, intracellular lipid is

commonly present and responsible for a minor-

ity of the signal intensity in many tumors and



a. b.
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Figure 2. Myelolipoma of the adrenal gland in a 76-year-old man. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar
spoiled gradient-echo MR image (i20/4.2) shows a hyperintense right adrenal mass (arrow). (b) Opposed-

phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (150/2.2) shows slight focal loss of signal

intensity in the mass (arrow). (C) Fat saturation opposed-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-
echo MR image (140/2.2) shows signal intensity loss in the myelolipoma (arrow). (d) Gadolinium-enhanced

opposed-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (150/2.2) shows greater loss of

signal intensity in the enhancing myelolipoma (arrow) than does the unenhanced opposed-phase image (b).

tissues, and this lipid will be more sensitively

detected with opposed-phase techniques. For

example, consider a region of the liver where

lipid accounts for 20% and water accounts for

80% of the signal intensity on an in-phase Ti-

weighted image. On a fat-suppressed image, 80%

of the original signal intensity wifi remain. On a

comparable opposed-phase image, the liver will

show only 60% of the original signal intensity due
to phase cancellation of the signal intensities of

lipid and water. Therefore, opposed-phase im-

ages show more signal intensity loss in tissues

containing relatively small quantities of lipid

than do fat-suppressed images. Conversely, fat

saturation images show greater signal intensity

loss than do opposed-phase images in predomi-
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Figure 3. Diffuse fatty liver in a 48-year-old man. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-

echo MR image (125/4.2) shows normal liver-spleen contrast with the liver hyperintense relative to the spleen.

U’) Opposed-phase Ti-weighted fast multiphanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (160/2.3) shows that the liver
is moderately hypointense relative to the spleen, a fmding that indicates diffuse hepatic steatosis. There is

comparatively less fatty infiltration of the caudate lobe.

nantly fatty tissue (Fig 2). However, the “etch-

ing” or “India ink” artifact, which occurs at fat-

soft tissue interfaces on opposed-phase images,

wifi still allow identification of fatty tissue on op-

posed-phase images even if the signal intensity

loss is subtle.

Understanding the opposed-phase effect can

prevent misdiagnosis with MR images. For ex-

ample, the use of opposed-phase images in dy-

namic gadolinium-enhanced imaging may head

to “paradoxical” signal intensity loss in enhanc-

ing tumors (9). If a tumor is predominantly fatty,

such as an angiomyolipoma or myelolipoma,

then shortening the Ti of the water component
with gadolinium leads to greater longitudinal

magnetization of the water component and thus

greater opposed-phase cancellation of net signal

intensity. Therefore, an enhancing myeholipoma

wifi demonstrate loss of signal intensity corn-

pared with that on unenhanced images (Fig 2).

U ABDOMINAL TUMORS AND CONDI-

TIONS CHARACTERIZED BY INTRA-
CELLULAR LIPID

. Hepatic Steatosis
Hepatic steatosis is associated with a wide vari-

ety of hepatic diseases and clinical situations,

most commonly alcoholic steatohepatitis and

obesity. Hepatic steatosis can be detected with

ultrasound, computed tomography (CT), or

conventional MR imaging. However, conven-

tional spin-echo MR images are relatively insen-

sitive in the detection of mild or moderate fatty

infiltration. Opposed-phase images demon-
strate relatively small amounts of fat deposition

as loss of signal intensity relative to that on in-

phase images (3, 10, 1 1) (Fig 3). Acquisition of



Figure 4. Focal fatty infiltration of the liver in a 50-year-old woman. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar

spoiled gradient-echo MR image (150/4.2) shows normal signal intensity of the liver. (b) Opposed-phase Ti-

weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (i50/2. 1) shows an area that is hypointense relative

to the adjacent liver tissue (arrow), a finding that indicates steatosis. (C) T2-weighted fast spin-echo MR image

(6,000/99) shows no abnormality that would indicate an underlying mass. (d) Water saturation Ti-weighted

MR image (1 50/4.2) shows an area in the right lobe that is slightly hyperintense relative to the adjacent liver

tissue (arrow), a finding that also indicates focal fatty infiltration.
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both opposed-phase and in-phase images pre-
vents focal sparing or steatosis from obscuring

lesions or mimicking a lesion (1 2) (Fig 4). Inho-

mogeneous fatty infiltration may be caused by
differential portal venous flow (and delivery of

fatty acids or alcohol) to segments of the liver.

Partial obstruction of the portal vein will cause

diminished fatty infiltration in the affected seg-

ment (Fig 5).



a. b.

C.

One disadvantage of use of gradient-echo se-

quences, in contrast to spin-echo sequences,

for detection of lipid is that the results may be

confounded by magnetic susceptibility effects.

T2* signal dephasing will be more pronounced

on longer TE images, specifically on the in-

phase images (TE = 4.2) relative to the shorter
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Figure 5. Focal fatty infiltration of the liver because

of obstructed portal venous flow from metastases in a

46-year-old woman. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted fast multi-

planar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (120/4.2) shows

normal signal intensity in the right hepatic lobe. Me-

tastases (m) are seen in the left lobe. (b) Opposed-

phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-

echo MR image (150/2.2) shows decreased signal in-
tensity in the rightlobe, a fmdingthat indicates steatosis.

Wedge-shaped areas of relatively spared parenchyma are

seen in the left lobe and part of segment 7 (arrow-

heads). m = metastases. (c) T2-weighted fast spin-echo

MR image (iO,000/96 [effective]) obtained slightly in-
ferior to a and b shows an obstructing metastasis of

the right lobe (arrow). The wedge-shaped area in the
right lobe does not represent a tumor but results from

proximal partial obstruction of the portal vein and in-

creased arterial flow. m = metastases.

TE opposed-phase images. Particularly in pa-

tients with iron deposition in the liver, the

comparison of signal intensity between these

two types of images will not be valid (Fig 6).



a. b.

C. d.
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Figure 6. Biopsy-proved hepatic steatosis obscured at MR imaging by hemochromatosis in a 67-year-old woman.
(a) CT scan obtained without intravenously administered contrast material shows hypoattenuating lesions
throughout the liver. (b) In-phase Ti-weighted fast multiphanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (120/4.2) shows

abnormally low signal intensity throughout the liver, but the discrete lesions seen on the CT scan (a) are not

apparent. (C) Opposed-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (120/2.6) shows

increased signal intensity compared with that on the in-phase image (b) throughout the liver, a finding consis-

tent with T2� effects. The steatosis is obscured by the T2* signal decay from the iron deposition within the liver.

(d) Longer TE gradient-echo MR image (100/20) shows markedly low signal intensity in the liver from hemo-

chromatosis.

. Liver Tumors
Variable degrees of intracellular lipid are occa-

sional features of a number of hepatocellular

tumors. Hepatic adenoma, hepatocellular carci-

norna, and uncommonly focal nodular hyper-

plasia may demonstrate steatosis (1 3, 14). On

Ti-weighted images, these tumors are often

hyperintense relative to the surrounding liver

tissue, although the high signal intensity is of-

ten not due to fatty infiltration.

Identification of lipid within a mass with op-

posed-phase imaging can narrow the differen-

tial diagnosis to hepatocehlular tumors (12).

Other hepatic tumors, such as metastases,

cholangiocarcinoma, lymphoma, and heman-

gioma, do not demonstrate lipid on opposed-

phase images. Fifty percent to 68% of hepatic

adenomas demonstrate fatty change at MR im-

aging (1 5, 16) (Fig 7). Fatty infiltration occurs in

1 4% of all hepatocellular carcinomas and in

30%-40% of those that are hyperintense on in-

phase Ti-weighted images (1 2, 1 7) (Fig 8).
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Figure 8. Hepatocellular carcinoma in a 71-year-old man. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled
gradient-echo MR image (i20/4.2) shows a large, heterogeneous liver mass with an area that is slightly hyper-

intense (arrow) relative to the adjacent liver or tumor tissue. (b) Opposed-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar

spoiled gradient-echo MR image (i 50/1 .8) shows that the hyperintense area on the in-phase image (a) has be-

come hypointense (arrow) relative to the adjacent liver tissue, a finding that indicates steatosis within the tu-

mor.

C.

Figure 7. Biopsy-proved hepatic adenoma

in a 49-year-old man. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted
fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR im-

age (120/4.2) shows a hyperintense liver mass
(arrow). 0’) Opposed-phase Tl-weighted fast
multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image

(150/1.5) shows decreased signal intensity of

the mass (arrow), a finding that indicates ste-

atosis within the tumor. (C) Photomicrograph

(original magnification, xiOO; hematoxylin-

eosin stain) of a biopsy specimen from the tu-

mor shows hepatic cells with scattered lipid

droplets.
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Figure 9. Small hepatocellular carcinoma in a 76-

year-old man. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted fast multi-

planar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (i30/4.2)

shows a small nodule (arrow) that is almost isoin-

tense relative to the surrounding liver tissue. (b) Op.

posed-phase Ti-weighted fast multiphanar spoiled gra-

dient-echo MR image (1 50/i .8) shows loss of signal

intensity in the nodule, a finding that indicates steato-

sis within the tumor. (C) Photomicrograph (original

magnification, x40; hematoxylin-eosin stain) of the

edge of the tumor shows numerous clear lipid drop.
lets within the tumor (HCO. Steatosis is not seen in

the adjacent liver tissue (Liver).

Early, well-differentiated hepatocelluhar carci-

nomas are often small and nondescript on T2-

weighted images. Therefore, small tumors that

demonstrate steatosis may be confused with fo-

cal fatty infiltration (Fig 9).

Hepatic angiomyolipomas and lipomas are

uncommon and demonstrate focal fat, which

can be detected with fat saturation images or

opposed-phase images (18).

. Adrenal Masses
Comparison of in-phase and opposed-phase im-

ages allows identification of intracellular lipid in

the majority of adrenal adenomas and adreno-

C.

cortical nodules (19-24). Adrenal adenomas ac-

cumulate lipids used in the synthesis of steroid

hormones. Signal intensity loss on opposed-

phase images is a reliable sign of a benign adre-

nal mass such as an adenoma (Fig 10). With op.

posed-phase images, a sensitivity of approxi-

mately 80% for the diagnosis of adenoma by

means of quantitative or qualitative criteria can

be achieved with a specificity of chose to 100%

(i9,2 1 ,23). Characterization of an adrenal mass



Figure 10. Adrenal adenoma and Cushing syndrome in a 59-year-old woman. (a) In-phase TI-weighted fast
multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR image (iOO/4.2) shows a right adrenal mass (arrow) that is slightly hyper-

intense relative to the kidney. (b) Opposed-phase Ti-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo MR im-

age (iOO/2.3) shows that the mass (arrow) is hypointense relative to the liver or kidney, a finding that mdi-

cates lipid. (C) T2-weighted MR image (3,800/96) shows that the mass (arrow) is hyperintense relative to the

liver. (d) Photomicrograph (original magnification, xiOO; hematoxyhmn-eosin stain) of the mass shows adreno-

cortical cells with extensive clear cytoplasms, a finding consistent with lipid.
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as benign obviates further follow-up studies or

biopsy. The differential diagnosis of an adrenal

mass that does not show lipid includes metasta-

sis, pheochromocytoma, adrenocortical carci-

noma, and rare tumors such as ganglioneuroma.

Adrenal masses that show signal intensity loss

on opposed-phase images are most commonly ad-

renal adenomas. Myelolipomas usually demon-

strate focal fat (identified with fat saturation se-

quences) but may also show focal or diffuse ad-

mixtures of myeloid and fat cells, which result in

an appearance identical to that of adenomas. How-

ever, the clinical significance of incidental myelo-

lipomas is similar to that of adenomas. Uncom-

monly, myelolipomas may hemorrhage, which

complicates the radiologic appearance (Fig 1 1).



C.
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Figure 11. Hemorrhagic myelolipoma of the right adrenal gland in a 76-year-old woman. (a, b) In-phase

(120/4.2) (a) and opposed-phase (120/2.7) (b) MR images show a large, heterogeneous mass with areas

that are hyperintense relative to the spleen. One area (arrow) shows decreased signal intensity on the op.

posed-phase image (b), a finding consistent with lipid. Note that the hyperintense areas in the hematonia

(H) due to blood do not demonstrate signal intensity loss on the opposed-phase image (b). (C) Axial T2-
weighted fast spin-echo MR image (10,000/104) shows that the mass is hypointense, an appearance that

proved to represent hematoma (H) at surgery. However, the nodule that was hypointense on the opposed-

phase image (b) has become hyperintense (arrow). (d) Sagittal Ti-weighted fat saturation MR image (150/

2.2) shows the mass displacing the kidney with no evident enhancement. H = hematoma. (e) Photomicro-

graph (original magnification, x40; hematoxylin-eosin stain) of the mass shows clear adipose cells and my-

eloid tissue (arrowheads) interspersed with adrenocortical cells.
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Figure 12. Angiomyolipoma of the right kidney in a 45-year.ohd woman. (a) In-phase Ti-weighted MR image

(120/4.2) shows a hyperintense renal mass (am!). This degree of high signal intensity in a mass is consistent with

fat or hemorrhage. (b) Opposed-phase Ti-weighted MR ii�iiige (120/2. 1) shows that some areas of the mass re-
main hypermntense (arrow) and some demonstrate signal intensity loss (ami). (C) Fat saturation opposed-phase

Ti-weighted MR image (i20/2.i) shows markedly decreased signal intensity compared with that on the in-phase

image (a), a finding that indicates predominantly fatty tissue. (d) Water saturation Ti-weighted MR image (120/

4.2) shows markedly decreased signal intensity in the area of hemorrhage. am! = angiomyolipoma.

At histologic analysis, adrenocortical carci-

noma can appear similar to adrenal adenoma.

Upid-rich cells may be present, although they

are usually admixed with other histologic types.

A case of adrenocortical carcinoma has been re-

ported in which there was an area of signal in-

tensity loss on opposed-phase images (25), al-

though it is clear that the majority of adrenocor-

tical carcinomas do not show this fmding (26).

In any case, the vast majority of adrenocortical

carcinomas are large and necrotic and would

not be confused with adrenal adenomas.

. Renal Tumors
Angiomyohipomas frequently occur in the kid-

neys and contain variable amounts of vascular,

muscle, and fatty tissue. These tumors usually

demonstrate focal fat at CT or MR imaging, a

finding that makes the diagnosis straightfor-

ward. Angiomyohipomas should be evaluated

with conventional fat-suppressed imaging in-

stead of opposed-phase imaging because the

former technique is more sensitive in detection

of predominantly fatty foci and the latter is more

sensitive in detection of small proportions of

lipid within a voxel (Fig 12). Uncommonly, anglo-

myolipomas do not contain fat (27,28).
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Figure 13. Clear cell renal carcinoma in a 50-year-old woman. (a) In-phase MR image (120/4.2) shows a mass

in the lower pole of the right kidney (arrow). The mass is slightly hyperintense relative to the adjacent kidney

tissue. (b) Opposed-phase MR image (i20/2. i) shows that the mass (arrow) is hypomntense relative to the adja-

cent kidney tissue, a finding that indicates lipid. (C) Coronal gadolinium-enhanced fat saturation gradient-echo

MR image (70/i .6) shows diffuse enhancement throughout the lesion (arrow); this finding indicates that the

mass represents perfused tissue. (d) Photomicrograph (original magnification, x400; hematoxylin-eosin stain)
of the tumor shows clear cells.

However, the presence of fat is not diagnos-

tic proof of angiomyolipoma. A minority of

clear cell renal carcinomas show diminished

signal intensity on opposed-phase images rela-

tive to that on in-phase images (29) (Fig 13).

This fmding presumably results from the intra-

cellular lipid known to be present in these tu-

mors. Renal cell carcinomas of other cell types

such as granular cell, as well as other renal tu-

mors such as oncocytoma, transitional cell car-

cinoma, and lymphoma, do not contain such

lipid (Fig 14). More rarely, calcified renal cell

carcinomas may show tiny foci of fat (27,30,31).

However, the presence of focal fat, as opposed

to the patchy or diffuse lipid seen on opposed-

phase images, in a noncalcified mass can still
be considered diagnostic of angiomyohipoma.



a. b.

C.
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U SUMMARY

Opposed-phase gradient.echo MR images are sen-

sitive to relatively small amounts of lipid in tis-

sues and can be used to identify lipid-containing

tumors such as hepatocellular tumors, adrenal ad-

enomas, and clear cell renal carcinomas. Both in-

phase and opposed-phase images should be ac-

quired with similar parameters because un-

equivocal identification of lipid in tissues requires

comparison with in-phase images to control for

Ti and T2* effects and because opposed-phase

imaging may obscure lesions. In liver masses, the

presence of lipid is largely restricted to primary

hepatocellular tumors. Renal and adrenal masses

may contain focal fat (angiomyolipomas and my-

elolipomas, respectively) or diffuse lipid (clear

cell renal carcinomas and adenomas, respec-

tively). Therefore, it is important to distinguish

Figure 14. Papillary granular cell carcinoma of the

kidney in a 73-year-old man. (a, b) In-phase (120/4.2)

(a) and opposed-phase (100/2.3) (b) MR images

show a large mass (Al) in the lower pole of the right

kidney. The signal intensity of the mass in b is un-

changed relative to the signal intensity in a. Thus,

there is no evidence of lipid in this lesion. (C) Photo-

micrograph (original magnification, x40; hematoxy-

lin-eosin stain) of the tumor shows papillary granular

cells but no clear cells.

the lipid identified on opposed-phase images

from focal fat, which is better demonstrated on

fat-saturated Ti-weighted images.
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